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● Ban GMO seeds & plants
● Transfer jobs in fossil fuel industry
to end pollution and climate change.
Creation of a renewable energy plan
based on solar and geothermal
energy.
● Federal protection for flora and
fauna within ecosystems
● Reinstitute parity where farmers are
paid the cost to grow food plus
market price of their produce
● Federal laws against environmental
destruction by oil and gas pipelines
● Give USDA power to enforce
antitrust laws; break up large
agribusiness into family farms
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Climate Change
&
Environment

Capitalism Births
Environment Toxicity
Who Proﬁts from Imperialist
Capitalism and the
Environment
by Paul M. Sweezy
It is obvious that humankind has
arrived at a crucial turning point in its
long history. Nuclear war could
terminate the whole human
enterprise. But even if this
catastrophic ending can be avoided, it
is by no means certain that the
essential conditions for the survival
and development of civilized society
as we know it today will continue to
exist.
We live in and from a material
environment consisting of land, water,
and air which, historically, has always
been considered to be and treated as
infinitely durable and usable. This
does not mean indestructible. History
records many instances of the
destruction (i.e., rendering unusable
for human purposes) of parts of the
environment by either natural

processes or human agency.* As far as the
natural processes are concerned, they have
been operating since long before there was
human life and will presumably continue to
operate long after, and there is no reason to
assume any unusual change in the
foreseeable future.

What Has to Be Done?
Since there is no way to increase the
capacity of the environment to bear the
burdens placed on it, it follows that the
adjustment must come entirely from the
other side of the equation. And since the
disequilibrium has already reached
dangerous proportions, it also follows that
what is essential for success is a reversal,
not merely a slowing down, of the underlying
trends of the last few centuries.
Actually, when this was written in 1847 the
rule of the bourgeoisie extended to only a
small part of the earth’s surface, and the new
sciences and technologies harnessing the
forces of nature to human purposes were
still in their infancy. Since then capitalism
has spread to become a truly global system,
and the development and application of
science and technology to industry and

agriculture have progressed beyond
anyone’s wildest dreams a hundred
and fifty years ago. Despite all the
dramatic changes, however, the
system remains in essence what it
was at its birth, a juggernaut driven
by the concentrated energy of
individuals and small groups
single-mindedly pursuing their own
interests, checked only by their
mutual competition, and controlled in
the short run by the impersonal
forces of the market and in the longer
run, when the market fails, by
devastating crises. Implicit in the very
concept of this system are
interlocked and enormously powerful
drives to both creation and
destruction.

MPD members
help educate the
public and bring
environmental
changes.

